3g	RAG-TIME   AND   TANGO
Random sentences echoed in the great, vaulted roof.   Its
human contents mostly drooped on the transverse benches,
looking a little like the shapeless bundles which composed
their luggage and waiting hopelessly for someone to announce
their train.   Sharp footsteps crossed the stone floor briskly.
At a distant counter an endless argument proceeded between
a traveller with a sawing, plaintive voice and a young man
in check shirt-sleeves, who wore an eye-shade rather jauntily
and had his utterance slightly impeded by the last frayed
inches of a cigar,   The traveller, it seemed, had checked his
baggage on some inaudible date from some point equally
inaudible on another system.   He sawed his way through
an interminable narrative of railroad vicissitudes with
frequent changes, at the end of which the baggage was not
immediately forthcoming,   The Company (in shirt-sleeves)
asked for time.   The traveller soared (or, more accurately,
sawed) into eloquence, while the Company, only mildly
interested, shifted the last inch of the frayed cigar and
undertook a little languidly to check up on it:,   At this the
narrative reopened more serratedly than ever; and as the
aimless dialogue proceeded, a head or two on the transverse
benches turned listlessly to hear, and the words drifted up
towards the noble span of the great, vaulted ceiling.
America will be singularly fortunate, if the next civilisa-
tion remembers it by its railway-stations, One of the
wildest hazards of history is that which dictates to posterity
the particular feature by which it recalls a preceding age,
Rome, by some accident, is almost all aqueducts in our
recollection, Egypt all funerals. We can scarcely imagine
the Roman parent otherwise occupied than in building or
repairing aqueducts, the Roman young couple walking else-
where than to the shadow of their favourite arch, the
Egyptian relative otherwise employed than in ordering
mourning. Such chance survivals cause the oddest mis-
conceptions, the most lop-sided reconstructions of the past;
and it is a shade disturbing to reflect that we shall lie one
day, beyond all opportunity of contradiction, at the mercy

